
Prices valid from 01.01.2019 Service and Upgrade
Pentacon Six/Exakta 66 

Top (AA-F): Service packages – fixed prices based on an hourly rate
Below: Prices of common service and upgrade package combinations 
Prices incl. VAT: German VAT applies for EU citizens only

CLA= Cleaning, Lubricating, Adjusting; FAC= baierfoto Film Advance Control unit; TSR= baierfoto Two Step Release

Issue: Shutter straps tearing
With age, the shutter straps often lose their tensile strength and are unable to withstand the sudden braking force 
they are subjected to at the end of the shutter curtain movement.  Cleaning and lubricating increases the peak 
load of the shutter movement as the ‘natural’ brake effect of old grease has been eliminated.  As a result, it is not 
uncommon for the straps of the second curtain to tear during adjusting after cleaning and lubricating.  

Therefore, from now on the two straps of curtain 2 will be replaced in any case – as part of the CLA  without 
additional charge. 

incl. VAT

0,25 35,00 € 8,75 € 10,41 €

0,5 35,00 € 17,50 € 20,83 €

2,5 35,00 € 87,50 € 104,13 €

1,5 35,00 € 52,50 € 62,48 € 20,00 € 23,80 €

0,75 35,00 € 26,25 € 31,24 €

1 35,00 € 35,00 € 41,65 €

1 35,00 € 35,00 € 41,65 €

250,00 € 300,00 € 20,00 € 23,80 €

FAC 100,00 € 119,00 €

210,00 € 250,00 € 20,00 € 23,80 €

CLA+FAC 330,00 € 390,00 € 20,00 € 23,80 €

CLA+TSR 350,00 € 417,00 € 30,00 € 35,70 €

CLA+FAC+TSR 425,00 € 500,00 € 25,00 € 29,75 €

4,20 € 5,00 €

Red  = before VAT
Blue = incl. VAT @ 19 per cent

Hours of 
Work

Hourly 
Rate

Total 
before VAT

Additional 
charges for 
Exakta 66

AA: Checks: shutter cloth, film advance system, 
mirror, flange focal distance, light seals, glass of 
focusing field lens, shutter speeds (applies only if 
no other work order is given)

A: Removing dials, levers and top cover, 
Examinating film advance system for mechanical 
failures

B: Disassembling camera, cleaning, lubricating, 
reassembling of inner unit incl. fix of little 
malfunctions, replacement of straps on shutter 
curtain 2

C: mounting inner unit into housing, ajdust film 
pressure plate, flange focal distance, stop down 
lever, frame counter

D: Adjusting shutter speeds 

E: Adjusting position of screen and focus including 
readjustment of stop down lever

F: Mounting top cover, dials and levers, adjusting 
stop cam of advance lever, final control of shutter 
speeds, film advance, frame counter and flash 
synch.

CLA (sum of A to F)

TSA w/o CLA (not recommended)

Shutter speeds records and diagrams (PDF 
and/or printout)


